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1. Purpose
The purpose of this report, along with the film at https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=70ttQAwh_So is to find out and communicate how well the Creative Wiltshire project
met its objectives, as well as how effective, efficient and sustainable it was.
We will explore how the project made a difference for heritage, people and their
communities, in line with National Lottery Heritage Fund (NLHF) outcomes.
This report will not only Prove what Creative Wiltshire achieved but also identify those
areas where the project was able to demonstrate Improvement in circumstances for
Heritage, People or Communities.
Most of all, we will tell story of Creative Wiltshire.

Pelham Puppet handling session at Marlborough Library
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2. Executive Summary
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Between 2014 and 2019 The Wiltshire and Swindon History Centre and partners
successfully carried out the Creative Wiltshire project.
10 organisations across the county have acquired 268 objects telling the story of the
creative industries in Wiltshire.
Inspired by and supporting this a wide range of activities and events have been delivered
increasing access to, knowledge of and participation in heritage. These have been enjoyed
by over 47,000 participants.
Work has been delivered in partnership with Swindon Museum and Art Gallery and
Salisbury Museum, supported by a wide range of other organisations and individuals.
The project story can be found online at https://creativewiltshire.com/
This ambitious project aimed high and has succeeded in shining a light on an underrepresented area of Wiltshire's heritage. More is now known about Creative Wiltshire and
more people have enjoyed it.
Relationships forged during the project will continue to develop, ensuring heritage and
creativity remain linked and grow stronger together.
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3. Framework for evaluation
Evaluation has been based closely on the Creative Wiltshire Activity Plan. This robust
document produced by the Wiltshire and Swindon History Centre (WSHC) set out in detail,
as at 2014:
1. A Situation Review
2. Where the organisation wanted to be and how Creative Wiltshire would support that
3. A programme of activities to be delivered by the project, including for each details of
outcomes, target audiences and potential partners.
4. The expected legacy of the project
5. A project budget
Evaluation has been carried out in each of these 5 areas. This report in particular is
framed on Section 3 of the Activity Plan, and reflects on the success or otherwise of the
project in achieving its outcomes.

A note on outcomes.
During the period of the Creative Wiltshire project, the NLHF was relaunched with a revised set of nine
outcomes funded projects would be invited to deliver against. As the wording of these new outcomes is
different to that in place in 2014 when the Creative Wiltshire project began, reference to earlier NLHF, (or
Heritage Lottery Fund as it then was), outcomes will be found in this report. See Chapter 6 for a summary of
how Creative Wiltshire has delivered against current NLHF outcomes.
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4. What was the plan for Creative Wiltshire?
Creative Wiltshire aimed to collect and celebrate the work of the county’s creative people.
The Wiltshire and Swindon History Centre, Chippenham, worked with project partner
Swindon Museum & Art Gallery and other participating organisations to widen collections
and ensure that creativity is better represented.
Creative Wiltshire provided a £94,000 fund to acquire archives and objects representing
the work of the creative industries in the county. This could include the work of artists,
photographers, film-makers, writers, composers, architects and crafts people, who had
been inspired by Wiltshire and Swindon’s landscape, communities and history.
The project sought to create a cohesive collection policy across the heritage sector in
Wiltshire and Swindon and develop skills for staff and volunteers to ensure heritage
collections are better managed by more resilient organisations.
The newly acquired collections would be used to engage new audiences and local
communities to participate in activities inspired by objects and archives in new and
creative ways.
Full details of the project and it’s planned activity can be found in Chapter 8.
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5. Approved NLHF Purposes
These were the things the project was given money by the NLHF to achieve:


Recruit staff, establish an acquisition panel and develop acquisition policy, plans
and processes.



Strategic collecting on modern and everyday creative industries which are not
currently well represented within the county.



Develop the active use of the newly collected items to include online and social
media engagement, temporary and permanent exhibitions, a programme of family
learning and participation activities and new educational resources.



Activities under Take One Object (dovetailing with the National Gallery scheme) looking at the past through a single item



Activities under Chalk and Cheese - creative industries inspired by Wiltshire's
landscape, communities, economy and history



Activities under Wiltshire and Swindon and the Outside World - impact of local
creative industries on the outside world



Targeted activities to engage audiences including young people outside of formal
education, BME communities, lower socio-economic groups, transient communities
and those who are socially excluded.



Training of staff and volunteers to increase the capacity within the project
partnership for the better preservation of and access to heritage; improved
curatorial skills, collecting and preventative conservation skills and skills for
audience development and knowledge sharing.



Creation of a new toolkit about collecting materials relating to the creative
industries, which will work alongside the Artists in the Archive toolkit developed by
WSHC and the National Archives.



Ownerships to be transferred to the relevant partner organisation or other
accredited museum and tied into HLF grant conditions.



Bath Spa University Heritage MA students to undertake project evaluation

How successful each of these was will be discussed in Chapter 8 below.
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6. The difference made
Progress against NLHF outcomes:
A wider range of people will be involved in heritage
64% of activity attendees were new to the venue or activity
Heritage will be in better condition
268 items now in the public domain. Conserved and in appropriate storage
Heritage will be identified and better explained
951 Wiltshire Creatives identified and logged in database
People will have developed skills
59% of course and activity attendees reported developing their skills
People will have learned about heritage, leading to a change in ideas and actions
92% of activity attendees reported that they had improved their Knowledge or
Understanding of the topic. 85% of course attendees reported that they had been inspired
to follow on Activity, Behaviour or Progression
People will have greater well-being
100% of those attending project activities Enjoyed themselves, or were Inspired
The funded organisation will be more resilient
105 people across 29 organisations have received training through Creative Wiltshire
The local economy will be boosted
The profile of contemporary creatives operating in Wiltshire has been raised
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7. Quantitative analysis – the numbers
Green = on or above target

Red = below target

No

Measure

Target

Post Project

1

Project Officer

208 days

308 days

2

Archives and Local Studies Manager

420 hrs

450 hrs

3

County Local Studies Librarian

1680 hrs

1680 hrs

4

Museums Advisor

420 hrs

420 hrs

5

Conservation

20 days

7 days

6

Local Studies and Archives volunteers

200 days

367 days

7

Museum volunteers

220 days

210 days

8

Oral History interviews

20 recordings

2 recordings

9

Training and skills development

15 workshops/60
people trained

9 workshops/116
people trained

10

Heritage Education Officer

5 days

5 days

11

Acquisition budget (Objects)

£74,000

£74,000

12

Acquisition budget (Archives)

£20,000

£20,000

13

Acquisition panel

Meets 2 times a year

Met 7 times over
5 years

14

Skills workshop for regional heritage
sector staff and volunteers

10 organisations
attending

8 events
reaching 31
organisations

15

Toolkit downloads

50

0

16

Community brainstorm sessions

10

8

17

Community engagement

20 community
areas/20 local history
groups/10 museums

12 community
areas/3 local
history groups/9
museums

18

Education

6 teacher placements

0

19

Take one Object training

10 people

15 people

20

Exhibitions

5 (1,000 attendees)

7 (36,083
attendees)

21

Exhibition budget

£35,000

£22,435

22

Talks and lectures

20 (400 attendees)

10 (333
attendees)

23

‘How I created’ workshops

20 (200 attendees)

3 (187
attendees)

24

Creative workshops

3 targetted/2 open

4 targetted/5
open
10

Notes
1. Project Officer hrs increased (with NLHF agreement) from 2018 to project end
3. Additional time was also given to the project attending events
5. Includes 1 days training. See 8.2.2 for details of how conservation underspend was
reallocated
8. See 8.2.3 for further detail on this strand of work
13. See 8.1.3 for detail on how the panel developed to do more work virtually
15. Toolkit still in development
17. 1162 people reached
18. Education programme still in development
19. Although Take one Object was not formally followed, the Arteology sub-project saw 15
people supported to respond creatively to acquired objects

Work inspired by Creative Wiltshire, created at WSHC Open Day
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8. Specific Objectives and Activities and what actually happened
8.1 Help transform the cultural sector:
8.1.1 Proactive and targeted acquisition of materials relating to the Creative
Industries
What was planned
This will be the cornerstone of the project. We will acquire objects, archives and local
studies material for the creative industries, helping to fill a strategic gap in our collections.
As noted elsewhere in the activity plan, this underpins a central aim to attract new
audiences by developing new collections and through proactive collecting.
Anticipated Outcomes:





Heritage will be better managed, interpreted and explained.
More people will have learnt about heritage.
More people and a wider range of people will have engaged with heritage.
Partner organisations will be more resilient.

What actually happened
A dedicated fund of £94,000 was set up for the purchase of new collection items. With
some reallocation of funds from other budget lines a total of £100,758 has been spent
acquiring some 268 objects.
See Appendix 2 for more detail on what has been acquired. A list of items purchased can
be seen at https://creativewiltshire.files.wordpress.com/2019/11/acquisitions-as-of-sep2019.pdf
Acquisition has been managed by the Panel and Project Officers (See 8.1.3 for detail).

Cold War Warrior by David Bent
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Items acquired represent the work of a wide range of creative industries, all of which were
under or non-represented in existing collections.

artist
pottery
textiles
composer
sculptor
fashion journalist
archives
printmaker
organist
muralist
digital media
garden designer
prints

music
band
fine artist
photographer
ceramicist
writer
musician
goldsmith
illustrator
bell maker
engraver
glass engraver
glass maker

Distribution of creative industries collected

Watercolour by Michael Cullimore
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Items have been purchased by/for 10 organisations across the county

Studio Pottery by Trevor Chaplin
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Selection of purchased items

Informed by research and consultation carried out by the Acquisition Panel, the majority of
items purchased were produced post war. This helps address an identified imbalance in
the existing collecting of many of the organisations in the county.
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Date of items acquired
With a number of the acquisitions being purchased directly from the creators, the
opportunity has arisen for ongoing relationships to develop. This has led to additional
purchases and the rare opportunity to acquire detailed background knowledge and
provenance to accompany objects. Contacts formed during the project continue to bear
fruit for the sector, with a number of artists now in negotiation to deposit their archives at
the WSHC.
Where sufficient funds were not available to purchase more expensive items, partner
organisations were encouraged and supported to explore opportunities for match funding.
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Chippenham Museum were able to purchase and display ‘Studio Interior with Nude’ by
William Brooker with combined funds from The Art Fund, Arts Council England/Victoria and
Albert Museum Purchase Grant Fund and Creative Wiltshire.

http://www.chippenham.gov.uk/chippenham-museums-latest-exhibition
https://www.artfund.org/supporting-museums/art-weve-helped-buy/artwork/13646/studiointerior-with-nude
What worked well and why?
A significant and dedicated fund for purchases was a huge boost to the county and
allowed organisations to consider items that may have otherwise seemed unattainable.
‘We would not have had the funds of our own to acquire this work’ Athelstan Museum
With a sector more used to receiving unsolicited donations and gifts of objects, for some
participants there was a change of mindset required that particular objects could be
pursued.
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Agreed criteria for the panel when considering acquisitions helped to ensure that there
was agreement on what was suitable to acquire.
‘Collecting gives a sense of optimism at a time of challenge’ - Swindon
Museum & Art Gallery
What didn't work and why?
In some cases, there was a challenge in matching an identified creatives work with a
suitable collecting organisation. Wiltshire has 65 collecting organisations, only 28 of which
are accredited, which was a minimum criteria for acquisition of original items.
If the panel identified a creative whose work they felt should be represented in the county,
but there was no appropriate organisation willing or able to take on the acquisition, this
presented a challenge. One such instance was resolved by one partner organisation
acquiring an object, and subsequently loaning it to an appropriate but non-accredited
community venue for display.
With no single county museum, but a network of mostly independent collecting
organisations, county led projects can face challenges in matching county and local
priorities. It became evident during the project that collecting creative industries was not a
priority for everybody.
As a legacy from the project and to better understand and support the mosaic of collecting
organisations across Wiltshire, £2840 was diverted from the Conservation budget (See
8.2.2) to The Wiltshire Conservation and Museums Advisory Service to commission
research into Collecting in Wiltshire. The results are due to be published in Dec 2019.

Detail of Stratford Tony by Wilfred Gabriel de Glehn
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8.1.2 Consult experts and research potential collections
What was planned
As part of developing collecting strategies and skills and to ensure that we will identify and
collect materials for relevant creative industries and individuals, a key activity will be to
undertake research and consultation.
Anticipated Outcomes:
Heritage will be better managed, interpreted and explained.
Greater understanding of the Creative industries contribution to our community’s
heritage
 Acquisition of items that represent creative industries that would otherwise be lost.
 More people will have learnt about heritage.
 More people and a wider range of people will have engaged with heritage.
 Partner organisations will be more resilient.
What actually happened



Research and consultation carried out by the project team has led to the establishment of
a ‘Creators Database’, which to date has 951 entries. This new resource for the county
became a central feature of the project and was used to identify, categorise and track
potential acquisitions.

Snapshot of Creators Database
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For each creator, the database includes information on:


Field of work



Location



Relevant collecting organisation who might acquire work (if any)



Published References



Dates Active



Biographical details



Ranking against acquisition policy (See 8.1.4)

What worked well and why
The research phase was a collaborative effort, the team using contacts across the heritage
sector in Wiltshire and Swindon to identify potential candidates. Many new and unknown
creators were identified. It also gave the opportunity to identify gaps in current collections,
and the chance to carry out further research into previously unexplored topics.
Having a dedicated project officer, (with volunteer support), to input and manage the
database was essential.
The database now exists as a legacy from the project, managed by the county local
studies team, and can be utilised for future projects.

Visit to studio of Patricia Volk
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8.1.3 Create an Acquisition panel
What was planned
An acquisition panel will be formed by project partners to enable us to work together to
create a cohesive strategy and plans for collecting for the creative industries.
Anticipated Outcomes:









The local heritage sector will have a uniform system to identify and acquire materials
relating to the creative industries.
Audiences have a uniform way of accessing material relating to the creative industries.
Audiences are able to access heritage that might otherwise be lost.
Heritage will be better managed, interpreted and explained.
Provide a model that can be provided for future collecting initiatives.
Staff and volunteers will enhance their collecting and audience development skills.
Partner organisations will be more resilient.
Local heritage sector has greater resilience.

What actually happened
The panel was formed in the early stages of the project (Spring 2015) and planned to meet
3 times a year. Representation included:


Local Studies Library



Project Officers



Wiltshire Museums Development Officer



Swindon Museum & Art Gallery



Wiltshire Archives

Salisbury Museum joined the panel later as they became a project partner
A remit for the panel was identified as:
‘Three meetings to take place per year with a core group in place to make quick decisions
on purchases when time is limited. This core group needs to reflect expertise from each
sector. Any purchase over £500 to be approved by this panel.’
What worked well and why
The panel was an effective way of ensuring all elements of the heritage sector, (libraries,
museums and archives), were represented and had a say in shaping the project.
A dedicated project officer to coordinate meetings was essential.
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Maintaining the panel was identified as one of the project risks at an early stage. With a
membership largely made up of ‘county’ staff with a remit to speak with and for smaller
independent organisations, the panel process worked well. This was especially true in the
earlier stages of the project when policy and processes were being formulated.
Collaboration and consultation regarding collecting had not been tried before and it was
felt by the project team to have been a successful and valuable way of working, which it is
hoped can be tried again in future.
What didn’t work and why
Meetings were largely replaced by email communications as the project progressed. Most
purchases were dealt with and approved in this way, rather than convening meetings.
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8.1.4 Develop acquisition policy, plan and processes and an online toolkit and skills
workshop
What was planned
The Acquisition Panel will be responsible for creating acquisition policy and plan as part of
its collection strategy.
Create an online toolkit for collecting for the creative industries after year 2 of the project,
based on our policies, processes and evaluation. This will provide a model and guidance
for both the local heritage sector and will also be accessible to the wider heritage sector.
A skills workshop for regional heritage sector staff and volunteers that will enable project
partners to disseminate their learning and evaluation of the project and introduce our
toolkit to a wider heritage audience.
Anticipated Outcomes:
 Provide an increased understanding of the value of heritage activities, especially those
inspired by archives, to participants and the organisations involved.
 Help establish a model that can be used by local museums over the course of the
project and beyond and contribute to the wider learning and development within the
broader heritage sector in the UK.
 Project and partner staff and volunteers will have developed skills.
 Contribute to CPD within the wider sector.
 MA students will have developed skills and experience for career development, leading
to greater capacity for the heritage sector.
 Provide a case study for use by the HLF.
 Inspire future proactive collecting projects to attract new audiences for heritage.
 Provide joined up guidance that supports TNA inspired Artist in the Archive projects.
 Heritage is better managed, interpreted and explained.
 Partner organisations will be more resilient.
What actually happened
The project team and Acquisition panel developed and agreed an acquisition policy for the
project in it’s early stages (See Appendix 1). This was then used to score each potential
acquisition. The policy includes both essential and desirable criteria. Essential criteria
which all acquisitions had to meet were:
1. The influence of Wiltshire should be apparent in the creative output and/or that
person’s influence on creativity or life in Wiltshire. This is obviously a subjective
view but we will take into account such factors as education, upbringing, sense of
place, and sub conscious influences.
2. The individual must be a creator rather than just a producer – the inspiration at the
point of creativity needs to come from that person alone and not from any other
influence.
3. Any items purchased must be at least 10 years old.
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Collection strategy and processes were then developed, using the Creators database and
Acquisition Policy.
What worked well and why
Having a robust agreed policy in place made it easier to assess potential acquisitions and
avoided any grey areas.
During the period of the project the county local studies library reviewed their collecting
policy. The Creative Wiltshire policy had a direct influence on this.
What didn’t work and why
The online toolkit has taken longer to develop, partly because of time pressures from other
projects on the education officer. The original activity plan specified a Take One style
toolkit of resources modelled on the successful programmes, Take One Painting and Take
One Object, run by The National Gallery. This model will be used in the final resources for
Creative Wiltshire although they will not initially be branded as Take One.
One of the legacies of the Creative Wiltshire project will be to register WSHC resources
and teacher CPD, starting with the Creative Wiltshire toolkit, as official Take One
resources.
The skills workshop did not go ahead as planned, but instead was replaced by a number
of other events and activities where learning and experience from the project were shared.
This included a presentation at the British Academy Creative Histories conference 2017 in
Bristol, attended by c70 participants from academia and heritage.
As described at 8.3 a programme of training has been funded to support collecting
organisations across Wiltshire. Organised by the Wiltshire Conservation and Museums
Advisory Service these sessions have been attended by 105 people.
A final reflective talk looking back at the achievements of the the project is still being
planned, for delivery to local history, museum and archive groups.
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8.2 Unlocking our collections and increasing online resource discovery
8.2.1 Cataloguing and online access
What was planned
Access to information on published and manuscript materials and objects will be enhanced
through the provision of relevant library, archive and museums catalogues and the
Wiltshire Treasures website.
Anticipated Outcomes:







Wiltshire and Swindon materials are more accessible to current and future audiences.
New and wider audiences for creative collections and Wiltshire and Swindon’s heritage
will be developed.
Increased awareness of the heritage value of creative industries raised within the
heritage and arts sector
Heritage is better managed, interpreted and explained.
More people and a wider range of people have engaged in heritage activities and learnt
about heritage.
Partner organisations and local heritage sector will be more resilient.

What actually happened
All items acquired have been catalogued by the receiving institutions, and where
applicable, are available through online portals.
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WSHC Online archive catalogue record for photographs purchased through Creative
Wiltshire
A full list of acquisitions is available at
https://creativewiltshire.files.wordpress.com/2019/11/acquisitions-as-of-sep-2019.pdf
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Sentinel Head by Patricia Volk, purchased by Swindon Museum and Art Gallery. As seen
on the Art UK website

What worked well and why
Much of the cataloguing work has been completed by volunteers, who have completed
over 900 hours of work.
The project has a dedicated website and blog at https://creativewiltshire.com/ which will be
maintained and updated as appropriate for at least 5 years after the project has finished.
This has been updated by project officers and volunteers and has provided a record of the
project and it’s activities and purchases.
Posts to the Creative Wiltshire site are shared via both Twitter and Facebook (c4,000
followers)
What didn’t work and why
The Wiltshire Treasures website is currently out of order, so it has not yet been possible to
upload museum objects.
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8.2.2 Conservation and preservation
What was planned
Conservation and preservation of collected materials, where required, will be vital to
ensure there is a permanent legacy for the project and that all collections can be accessed
and/or viewed by our audiences and future generations.
Anticipated Outcomes
 Community’s heritage, notably Creative Wiltshire and Swindon collections, is better
managed and preserved.
 Wiltshire and Swindon materials are more accessible to current and future audiences
through exhibition and as a research resource, and more have learnt about heritage.
 Volunteers continue to develop skills.
 Partner organisations will be more resilient.
What actually happened
As part of the acquisition process all purchased items have been assessed for
conservation needs, but only a small number have needed physical intervention.
Consequently, only £1800 of the £10,000 budget was used in this way.
What worked well and why
The Wiltshire Conservation service were able to develop a talk for future use on the
conservation of one of the purchased items.

Demonstrating conservation of Clifford Ellis palette
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With less money spent on physical conservation, additional funds were able to be released
for preventative conservation and collections care. This has enabled the purchase of
showcases, mannequins and other display materials for partner organisations, allowing
them to better preserve and display purchased objects.
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8.2.3 Oral and video recordings of creative practitioners
What was planned
As some of the creative industries, organisations and individuals will be relatively modern
and some of the originators of the material or peoples associated with them will still be
living, there is a unique opportunity to capture information about the collections from the
perspective of the creator, which will further enhance our understanding of the collections,
exhibitions and the audience experience.
Anticipated Outcomes
 Opportunity for creative practitioners to provide a further level of information about their
work.
 Wiltshire and Swindon heritage materials are better interpreted and consequently more
accessible to current and future audiences through exhibition and as a research
resource.
 New and wider audiences for creative collections and Wiltshire and Swindon’s heritage
will be developed
 Oral History skills for staff and volunteers will be further developed.
What actually happened
This strand of activity was not formally developed. A number of one off opportunities were
pursued (See below for examples).
What worked well and why
As with a number of aspects of the project, serendipity has played it’s part in project
activity and outcomes.
In 2017, Creative Wiltshire was able to support Create Studios in Swindon in their filming
of the relocation of a 4.5 tonne elephant sculpture by Wiltshire artist David Lomax. The
digital work was largely carried out by a young film-maker gaining valuable work
experience and includes an interview with the artist.
Peter Bevan, a collector of Pelham Puppets, was inspired to visit WSHC after seeing a
Facebook post about additions to the Pelham archives. His research was re-ignited and he
has found much new material, focussing on previous employees of Pelham Puppets and is
now recording their memories of working for the company. He intends to provide access to
this material once he has finished his book.
When asked if there was anything new or different he would do as a result of being
involved in the Creative Wiltshire project, Peter stated:
‘More research and more thinking outside the box. In the shorter
term Creative Wiltshire has given me the tools I’ve needed to finish
my biography of Bob Pelham (Pelham Puppets). I’m also actively on
the lookout for historically important documents for the Wiltshire
Archives!’
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Through the evaluation process, another artist has expressed an interest in depositing
further material with the archives, including memories of working life in a Chippenham
factory.
What didn’t work and why
A lack of capacity and shortage of training for the project team were the main reasons that
the oral history recordings did not happen as originally envisaged.
However, following the one off successes mentioned above and the project team growing
in confidence liaising with creators, it is hoped that it may be possible to develop a follow
on project to carry out more recordings. In some respects, this will be easier to approach
at this stage, time having been taken to develop contacts, relationships and trust with the
creative community.

Visit to studio of Ken White
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8.3 Staff and volunteer development
8.3.1 Develop the skills of staff and volunteers through training and mentoring and
contribute to the retention and recruitment of volunteers
What was planned
A key element of the Creative Wiltshire and Swindon project is to increase capacity and
resilience within the local heritage sector through staff and volunteer development. Much
training for museum volunteers has been undertaken by CMAS on areas such as
cataloguing and preventative conservation. However, we have identified a skills gap in
collection and audience development, particularly proactive collecting for future audiences.
Much of the training will be centred on these skill sets, although other training modules will
also be available.
Anticipated Outcomes
 Develop the skills of staff and volunteers through training and mentoring, to build
capacity for the local heritage sector.
 Development of training modules that can continue to be delivered as a legacy of the
project.
 Contribute to the retention and recruitment of volunteers, especially for smaller
museums, by providing meaningful experience and opportunities for skills
development, lifelong-learning and, for some, pathways to further education and
employment.
 Heritage better managed, interpreted and explained.
 Partner organisations and local heritage sector will be more resilient
 Better staff and volunteer skills can be deployed to engage wider, more diverse and
increased audiences for heritage.
What actually happened
The project has directly delivered or supported a wide range of staff and volunteer
development opportunities, including:
 Project Management
 Widening volunteer participation
 Effective marketing for beginners
 Know your Place training (digital mapping)
 Modes training (collections management)
105 individuals attended a series of training courses for museum staff and volunteers
covering the following topics:







Effective collections management
Safe display
Focussing on your visitors
Interpretation for beginners
Maximising donations
Exciting writing for interpretation

What worked well and why
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Volunteers became more experienced and proficient using the Creative Wiltshire Excel
spreadsheet and also the MODES cataloguing system as used by museums.
One volunteer has become highly skilled at using the scanner purchased as part of the
project.
Many of the courses and workshops provided an opportunity for volunteers and staff to
build relationships and networks, contributing to a stronger more resilient sector in the
county.
Measuring feedback from course attendees against Art Council England’s Generic
Learning Outcomes (GLOs) https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/measuring-outcomes/genericlearning-outcomes it can be seen that the programme of training was effective in delivering
staff and volunteer development.

% of survey respondents reporting GLOs

Knowledge and Understanding
55%
Skills 4%
Attitudes and Values 0%
Enjoyment, Inspiration, Creativity
70%
Action, Behaviour, Progression
85%

Of particular note are the 85% of attendees who stated they would be able to use their
training going forward (Action, Behaviour, Progression).
A few sample feedback responses illustrate the impact of the training:
‘Interesting and informative with the opportunity to learn and take
lessons forward into practice, for free; thank you Creative Wiltshire!’
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‘The session helped me view our audiences in a new light and to think
positively about how to engage with them better’
An extremely useful course packed full of achievable, hands-on ideas
that made me feel confident in trying out.

All museums should

attend!’
The dedicated budget for training and development allowed specialist experts to be
brought in to deliver sessions that would otherwise have been hard to source from existing
resources within the county.
The project was able to fund a trainee Exhibition Assistant post for 10 months. Based at
Salisbury Museum, Emily was mentored by the museum director, and given the task of
developing and delivering the final project exhibition.
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Talking about what she has gained from the project, Emily said:
‘I learnt the skills to go forward to work in exhibitions or become a
curator. I am now more interested in going into heritage. Brilliant on
a career and personal level to work on the project’

Emily Smith, Creative Wiltshire Exhibition Assistant
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What didn’t work and why
Not all attendees realised the link between their training and the Creative Wiltshire project,
although the programme of training was a way to widen the reach of Creative Wiltshire
beyond just those organisations who acquired objects.
The course co-ordinator felt that more could have been done to support volunteer
organisations to engage with the programme. However, reviewing the attendance statistics
there was an almost 50/50 split, with only 3 more staffed than volunteer led organisations
attending training.
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8.4 Enable local communities to develop, manage and actively participate in
community history activities
8.4.1 Provide opportunities for community curation
What was planned
Creative Wiltshire and Swindon will seek to encourage local communities to participate in
shaping their heritage services and the project through community curation, where local
communities identify those creative industries and materials meaningful to their community
heritage.
Anticipated Outcomes
 More people will have participated in heritage activities
 New and wider audiences for creative collections and Wiltshire and Swindon’s heritage
will be developed.
 Increased understanding of the role of creative industries in our heritage
 Enhance community identity and cohesion
 Developing capacity within communities to shape their heritage services
 Heritage is better managed, interpreted and explained
What actually happened
As noted at 8.1.3 above the whole of the Wiltshire heritage sector were invited to
contribute to, comment on and suggest works that should be acquired through the project.
As with most projects, a core group of participants remained more active throughout the
project, but every opportunity was taken to consult and share as widely as possible.
Community briefings and talks on the project took place at:






Wiltshire Museums Group
Swindon and District History Network
Swindon Heritage Board
Wiltshire and Swindon History Centre
Chippenham Museum

What worked well and why
For the 10 organisations who acquired objects the programme worked well, and
participants reported that new relationships and ways of working had developed through
the project:
‘Whole organisation more aware of impact and interest in textile
history of town’ - Trowbridge Museum
The museum has ‘Become more relevant and able to meet peoples
expectations’ - Chippenham Museum
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Creative Wiltshire has ‘Focussed our minds and made us think how can we
ensure our collection really speaks to local people’ - Swindon Museum & Art
Gallery
With a network of 65 collecting organisations, 36% of which are volunteer/community run,
Wiltshire is a county where community curation is already a reality to a great extent.
What this project enabled was the chance to engage new sectors of the community and to
tell the stories of currently under-represented heritage. This was less successful outside of
the 10 organisations who acquired new objects.
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8.5 Increase capacity to deliver educational activities
8.5.1 Bringing teachers and small local museums together using the theme of ‘Take
one Object’. Provide opportunities for primary school students to undertake Arts
Award
What was planned
Our activities here will concentrate on developing contact between schools and local
museums and building capacity in that area. We will also look to extend work initiated by
the WSHC Heritage Education Officer engaging schools with Arts Award.
Anticipated Outcomes
 Encourage more teachers to make use of archive, library and museum resources,
including online resources, in the classroom and engage them with the WSHC, CMAS,
Heritage Education Service and local museums education offer.
 Support schools and teachers in curriculum development and delivery.
 Contribute to the continuing professional development of teachers.
 Develop skills for museum and other local heritage staff and volunteers, creating more
capacity within the sector.
 Create an opportunity for young people to be inspired by original objects, archives and
printed material for learning and discovery through different mediums and
environments. More young people will have learnt about heritage.
 Provide an opportunity for primary school children aged 7 and over to participate in Arts
Award scheme within a heritage context.
 Heritage is better interpreted and explained.
What actually happened
Take One Object and Arts Award were not used as models for education activities.
Two successful formal education activities have taken place:
Pewsey Vale School attended a photography workshop at Crofton Beam Engines,
resulting in a greater understanding for pupils of digital photography and exhibition
curation. Following a physical exhibition of their work at Pewsey Heritage Centre a legacy
online exhibition has been created at http://wshc.eu/education/crofton-beam-engineonline-exhibition.html
Pewsey Vale School and their teacher who took part in the Crofton photography project
have shown an interest in online resources and been supplied with additional material to
continue their work.
Wiltshire College attended a taster session at WSHC in June 2019, using creative material
as a starting point for a design project exploring the creator/designer/customer
relationship. This will produce artwork suitable for advertising and publicising heritage
services within the county, aimed particularly at a young audience in the 16-24 years age
range.
An online tool kit for working with creative collections is being prepared by the WSHC
Education Officer and is expected to be delivered in Autumn 2019.
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What worked well and why
Although more limited in scale than envisaged, the education activity that did take place
was very well received and has already prompted discussion about future projects.
Pewsey Vale School reported that the Crofton photography project contributed to improved
GCSE grades for attendees and are keen to take part in similar activity:
‘Working together to set up and curate an exhibition Enhanced GCSE
Art and Textiles results overall’ - Pewsey Vale School
The event was a great success for the host organisation as well, exposing them to a new
audience:
‘Crofton Beam Engines audience is often male and over sixty.

We

have been looking at ways to attract non traditional users to the site.
The Photography workshop was a great way of achieving this with a
young female audience, only one of which had previously been to the
site.’ - Crofton Beam Engines
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Photography workshop at Crofton Beam Engines
What didn’t work and why
Education resources and activities have taken longer to develop and deliver than
anticipated, with activity still to come following the formal project completion. For example,
teacher CPD sessions focusing on the project acquisitions are being planned into the
WSHC education offer to be delivered across the county.
Curriculum linking and aligning of partner timetables proved more tricky than originally
thought. It is also proving easier to engage schools and colleges later in the project, now
that the object purchases have been made and there is material to use for inspiration.
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8.6 Use local studies, archive and museum collections to inspire cultural activity
and partnerships
8.6.1 Permanent and temporary exhibitions
What was planned
Exhibitions will be created by partner organisations and or other accredited museums as
part of their audience development plans to help improve the quality of the public offer and
build further capacity within the local heritage sector.
Anticipated Outcomes
 Provide the widest opportunity for more people to engage with heritage activities and
be inspired by Creative Wiltshire and Swindon and learn about heritage, notably the
heritage of our creative industries.
 Provide an easy entry point for new audiences to engage with the archives, libraries
and museum collections.
 Encourage more people to visit and use WSHC, local museums and libraries, to view
or use collections.
 Enhance the visitor heritage experience at exhibition venues, increasing the resilience
of the local heritage sector.
 Develop skills and capacity within the local heritage sector to provide high quality
activities;
 Heritage is better interpreted and explained.
What actually happened
Exhibitions highlighting newly acquired material and inspired by the project have been held
at:








Swindon Museum and Art Gallery
Chippenham Museum
Salisbury Museum
Trowbridge Town Hall
Lacock Manger Barn
WSHC
Pewsey Heritage Centre

(7,875 attendees)
(4,242 attendees)
(22,845 attendees)
(371 attendees)
(750 attendees)

What worked well and why
The Creative Wiltshire exhibitions have been a great success, and one of the highlights of
the project for participants. Those taking part have reported benefits beyond the physical
exhibition and visitors, most notably around the development of new partnerships and
ways of working.
Chippenham Museum reported that the project and exhibitions enabled them to try new
ways of working, reach new audiences and forge new partnerships. This was also the first
time that they had borrowed works to display from other organisations, which has now
developed into regular activity:
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Creative Wiltshire has ‘kick started a wider piece of work at the museum,
changed our audience and attracted a new audience’ - Chippenham
Museum

Creative Wiltshire exhibition at Chippenham Museum
The Creative Wiltshire exhibition at Salisbury Museum, which showcased the project and
works acquired across the county, ran from January to September 2019. During this time
over 20,000 people attended, including over 2,000 children.
A selection of comments from the exhibition visitor book illustrate that this was a new and
surprising topic for some:
‘Great to see what Wiltshire has to offer’
‘Never knew Wiltshire was so creative’
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‘I particularly enjoyed the art work from Swindon Museum & Art
Gallery, my home town. Janet Boulton (one of the artists featured) was our
art teacher’

Salisbury Museum exhibition

Swindon Museum have made a point of ensuring that everything they have acquired
through the project has been used, in exhibitions, talks, activities and workshops.
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8.6.2 Family learning and participation activities
What was planned
The aim of our family learning and participation activities will be to engage with the widest
audiences, while also focusing on targeted audiences. Activities therefore will include
some that are open to all members of the public and others that are geared and run for a
particular audience, for example BME groups and Adults with learning difficulties.
Anticipated Outcomes









Foster an enjoyment of and participation in heritage activities for a diverse range of
audiences of all ages. More people will have learnt about heritage and engaged in
heritage activities.
Provide an entry point to heritage learning for socially excluded communities and
individuals, including young people.
Encourage more people to participate in cultural and lifelong learning, and provide
pathways to engage in further lifelong learning.
Foster greater community identity and cohesion.
Promote and encourage engagement with the history of creative industries and their
contribution to Wiltshire and Swindon’s heritage.
Provide model for future family learning activities using archives, printed sources and
objects and demonstrate different ways archives can inspire people
Heritage will be better interpreted and explained.

What actually happened
Activities have included:








The Big Draw at Chippenham Museum
Family pottery experience for military families
Marlborough Library story telling and puppets for pre-school
Crafting Ceramics with Sasha Wardell at Springfield Centre, Corsham
Captain Swing and The Blacksmith creative writing workshops – Amesbury and
Salisbury
Creative Wiltshire craft week at Salisbury Museum
Nick Upton wildlife talk, WSHC

Additionally, venues hosting Creative Wiltshire exhibitions usually accompanied these with
linked activities and events, such as Creative Wiltshire Craft Week at Salisbury Museum
which attracted 271 attendees, mostly family groups (children, parents and grandparents).
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What worked well and why
Those events where the artist/creator was able to talk about or demonstrate their work
alongside an exhibition or display were particularly successful, audiences appreciating the
opportunity to hear directly from the artist.
Events with a specific target audience were also successful, such as the military families
pottery or preschool puppet activities.

Pottery making with military families in Bulford
64% of those attending activities reported that they had not visited the venue before, which
is a signifiant number and illustrates the popularity and demand for art/craft led and
inspired activity within a heritage context.
‘I have seen a different side of my children and glad they enjoyed it
so much. Thank you for this great opportunity’ - Family pottery participant
‘An opportunity to experience something different and widen horizons’ Crafting ceramics participant
‘It inspired me to get out and about more with my camera in
Wiltshire’ - Wildlife talk participant.
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Measuring feedback from activity attendees against Art Council England’s Generic
Learning Outcomes (GLOs) it can be seen that the programme of training was very
effective in delivering learning and development.

% of survey respondents reporting GLOs

Knowledge and
Understanding 92%
Skills 56%
Attitudes and Values 12%
Enjoyment, Inspiration,
Creativity 100%
Action, Behaviour,
Progression 24%

Of particular note are the 92% of attendees who were able to report that their Knowledge
and Understanding was improved and the 100% who found Enjoyment, Inspiration or
Creativity through the activity.
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An unexpected but hugely successful outcome for the project was its ability to foster, align
with and support other related projects in the county. These included the Know Your Place
public sculpture mapping project and most successfully, Arteology.
Know Your Place
Building on an existing collaboration with Know Your Place http://www.kypwest.org.uk/ ,
delivering digital mapping of heritage assets across the West of England. This sub-project
was carried out with the support of Wiltshire Council Arts Service.
The focus was to engage and train volunteers to record public art that exists within the
county, for uploading to the Know Your Place website, with details of art, artists, images
and map references.
This collaboration helped complete a previously incomplete record of public art, with
Creative Wiltshire providing a perfect opportunity to expand and tap into local connections
within communities.
10 introductory workshops were held across the county, with 32 volunteers attending.
New data has been added to the Know Your Place website and work is ongoing to develop
the public interface for the site.
Arteology
From a single session inviting contemporary Wiltshire artists to respond to some of the
new Creative Wiltshire acquisitions, Arteology evolved into a 2 year project with its own
strand of exhibitions and activities, focused on art responding to the Creative Wiltshire
collection.
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Work inspired by Pelham Puppets - Sue Kester

The project supported Arteology exhibitions in Lacock, Chippenham and Trowbridge,
featuring the work of 12 contemporary Wiltshire artists. Where possible, these new pieces
were displayed alongside the Creative Wiltshire purchase which had inspired the artist.
Exhibitions were accompanied by talks and workshops.
What didn’t work and why
The project was not as successful as hoped in targetting new under-represented
audiences. Whilst events and exhibitions were very successful in attracting new users, not
all of the target audiences were reached. This may be a reflection that the original
programme as envisaged was over ambitious.
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9 Conclusions and Lessons Learnt
County wide projects are challenging
In terms of both geographical spread and the range of organisations taking part, ensuring
county wide coverage and representation was tricky. With the range of activities on offer
(collecting, exhibitions, training, research) most organisations across the county will have
been reached in some way by the project. The specific collecting work was carried out by
a coalition of 10 willing museums.
Challenge of sustaining a 5 year project
Maintaining partner enthusiasm and public profile across the life of a 5 year project is
tricky. Activity happened in peaks and troughs, with some still to complete post 2019.
Dedicated project officer(s) were essential.
Both of the above findings chime with those of the HLF funded Wiltshire at War –
Community Stories project 2014-19 (OH-13-09160), which encountered similar challenges.
Capitalise on Serendipity
Much of the benefit of wide ranging projects such as Creative Wiltshire lies in creating the
landscape and circumstances for other activity to happen. As has been described in the
report, ancillary projects sprang up from the planned project activity, and have been
encouraged and supported.
Impact on Makers
The project raised the profile of contemporary creatives working in Wiltshire. It became as
much about celebrating, supporting and recording contemporary practice as it was about
collecting heritage. Makers themselves responded positively to the opportunity, and
appreciated the efforts to raise the profile of hidden talents.
New relationships forged with Creatives
As the project acquired many works from Makers who are still active, the opportunity arose
for new relationship to be formed. These continue beyond the life of the project and have
greatly enhanced the link between heritage and creativity across the county.
Most people will experience a link rather than a chain
For those formulating and leading on a project of this size and scope, the whole appears
unified and logically connected. In reality, most participants experience their one small
element and may never be aware of it’s part in a wider whole.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 Creative Wiltshire Acquisition Policy
Essential
1. The influence of Wiltshire should be apparent in the creative output and/or that
person’s influence on creativity or life in Wiltshire. This is obviously a subjective
view but we will take into account such factors as education, upbringing, sense of
place, and sub conscious influences.
2. The individual must be a creator rather than just a producer – the inspiration at
the point of creativity needs to come from that person alone and not from any other
influence.
3. Any items purchased must be at least 10 years old.
Desirable
4. The skills demonstrated need to be of a high enough standard to deserve a
lasting reputation.
5. Level of sales at a reasonable market price for this type of work.
6. Is some of their work in the public domain or is it readily accessible? E.g. can we
find mention of this person in a variety of sources – journal articles, web site,
catalogues, etc.
7. Has this person exhibited or been acquired by other museums and galleries, won
awards, been granted patents, or had favourable peer reviews.
8. The quality of the person’s work. This will be decided by expert opinion if
necessary.
9. Is this person and their work of value to either the local or the general Wiltshire
community?
10. Has this person been born within the historic county boundaries or had a
substantial period of residency within these boundaries.
To qualify for inclusion a candidate must satisfy 80% of these criteria, including the
essential criteria, 1, 2 and 3.
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Appendix 2

Acquisitions
An up-to-date list of all our acquisitions to September 2019 and their location

Athelstan Museum
Castle, James M.

Sculpture, ‘Malmesbury studio’

Cullimore, Michael
https://creativewiltshire.com/2016/02/24/seeing-the-individualin-the-landscape/
Cullimore, Michael

Painting, watercolours of chalk horses

Grist, Merv

Painting originally prepared for Wessex Collection

Wardell, Sasha
https://creativewiltshire.com/2016/03/23/two-wiltshire-basedceramicists-are-breaking-the-mould/

Ceramics: 1 teapot

Bradford on Avon Museum

Chippenham Heritage Museum

Painting, watercolours of Cley Hill, Warminster

Fournier, Robert
https://creativewiltshire.com/2015/03/04/the-potter-in-theworkhouse/
Fournier, Robert

Vase in pebble style, 30cm high

Fournier, Sheila

Ceramic Bowl

Hodgkin, Howard
https://creativewiltshire.com/2016/11/23/creative-wiltshire-anexciting-2016/
Tanner, Robin
https://creativewiltshire.com/2015/06/10/the-beauty-of-atanner/
Watling, Graham
https://creativewiltshire.com/2016/12/21/lacock-silver/
Ellis, Clifford
Ellis, Clifford
Ellis, Clifford
Ellis, Clifford and Rosemary

Small pebble vase

print 'Home'
Pencil sketch of plants

Caster shaker, tea strainer and stand
Oil painting on board, abstract study 'Artist at work'
Oil painting on board, abstract study in blues and
greens 'Forest’ labelled “Clifford Ellis, Corsham Court"
Lithograph ‘North Wiltshire, early May’

Brooker, William

'Summer is Flying' poster
Hand carved bath stone block carved in remembrance
of her parents
Four pieces of pottery: flat vase, inspired ellipse
shape tapering vase, Studio pottery beaker inspired,
brown pot, studio pottery beaker inspired wide flat
vase.
Painting, ‘Studio interior with nude’

Cliffe, Henry

Lithograph

Cliffe, Henry

Painting, ‘Corsham, evening’

Smith, Richard

Etching, ‘Signature’

Tilson, Joe

Sculpture, ‘Fire’

Watling, Jane and John

Jewellery, collarette and brooch

Heath, Adrian

Print – Gastard suite series

Ellis, Penelope
Ellis, Penelope

Pewsey Heritage Museum

Wells, Robert
https://creativewiltshire.com/2015/08/07/aldbourne-bells/

Set of oxen bells

Salisbury Museum
Andrew, Nick

Painting

de Glehn, Wilfred Gabriel

oil painting of Stratford Tony

Goodall, John S.

Three paintings

Nicholson, Nancy
https://creativewiltshire.com/2016/05/26/her-scissors-as-herbrush-nancy-nicholson-textiles/
Noyes, Nora
https://creativewiltshire.com/2016/08/24/inspired-by-homegrown-beauty/
Phipps, Howard
https://creativewiltshire.com/2016/04/27/generosity-aboundsfor-creative-wiltshire/
Whistler, Laurence
https://creativewiltshire.com/2016/02/03/salisbury-museumslatest-acquisition-is-crystal-clear/
Whistler, Rex

Patterned textiles

Wylder, Jonathan

Swindon Museum & Art Gallery

Watercolour painting entitled 'Monday morning'
6 wood engravings of various scenes, includes 2 gratis
Glass goblet
Two framed watercolours, 'Illustration to “Deaths
Precipice" ' & ‘A Man of Pedigree’. Illustrations for a
book that was unpublished
Bronze sculpture of ballet dancer

Chaplin, Trevor
https://creativewiltshire.com/2015/10/14/new-acquisitionsmake-the-ramsbury-connection/
Chaplin, Trevor

Studio pottery bowl

Holdsworth, Peter
https://creativewiltshire.com/2015/10/14/new-acquisitionsmake-the-ramsbury-connection/
Holdsworth, Peter

Jug from the Ramsbury pottery

Pleydell-Bouverie, Katharine
https://creativewiltshire.com/2015/05/06/success-at-theauction/
Rolt, David

7 items of ceramics including a small pot using ash
glaze

Tilson, Joe
https://creativewiltshire.com/2016/11/03/joe-tilson-a-wiltshireconnection/
Tilson, Joe

Printed artwork 'Let a Thousand Parks Bloom'

Volk, Patricia
https://creativewiltshire.com/2016/03/23/two-wiltshire-basedceramicists-are-breaking-the-mould/
Wardell, Sasha
White, Ken
https://creativewiltshire.com/2016/09/07/ken-white-swindonartist/
Bent, David

Soda glazed studio pottery bowl

Mug from the Ramsbury pottery

Two paintings & two drawings from the 1950s-60s

Printed artwork 'Moon Signatures'
Ceramic head and torso
Ceramics: 3 bowls, 2 vases
Paintings, linocuts, plan, wood cut, poster, print

Boulton, Janet

Painting, ‘Beach House west of Looe’ and two ‘Bot’
prints
Oil paintings (3)

Dearden, Harold

Painting, ‘Rainy night in Swindon’

McGowan, Laurence

Ceramics, lidded pot and bowl

Swindon Local Studies Library at Swindon Central Library
O'Sullivan, Gilbert

Back to Front' LP

O'Sullivan, Gilbert

A stranger in my own back yard' LP

O'Sullivan, Gilbert

Gilbert O'Sullivan' LP

Tilson, Joe

Paperback exhibition catalogue 'Works 1961-1991' by
Joe Tilson & Michael Compton

The Young Gallery at Salisbury Library
Inshaw, David

Tanner, Robin

Etching with aquatint: Lake Landscape, limited edition
4/45, 40x33cm
Set of etchings and book 'Country alphabet'

Tanner, Robin

Set of etchings

Wood, Christopher
https://creativewiltshire.com/2016/11/23/creative-wiltshire-anexciting-2016/
Harrisson, Tim

Two pencil sketches

Read, David Charles

Seven. etchings

Trowbridge Museum

Three prints, Nadder, Chalke and Wyle valleys

West of England cloth

Textiles, 1970s men’s jacket

West of England cloth

Textiles, overcoat

West of England cloth

Textiles, vintage black wool reefer coat

West of England cloth

Advertisement for Gor-ray

West of England cloth

Gorray skirt

West of England cloth

Ladies suit jacket

West of England cloth

Vintage print advert for Acrilan

West of England cloth

Hamersley London thornproof jacket

West of England cloth

Books for reference library

Wiltshire Archives at the Wiltshire &
Swindon History Centre

Leigh, Roger
https://creativewiltshire.com/2015/11/18/creative-resources-inarchives/
White, Ken
https://creativewiltshire.com/2016/09/07/ken-white-swindonartist/
Ellis, Clifford & Rosemary: Ellis Archive

Assorted archive material including photographs and
sketchbooks

Ellis, Penelope: Ellis Archive

Assorted archive material including folios of artwork:
charcoal and pastel studies, lino, lithos, pencil
sketches and other experimental work,
charcoal/pencil studies, sketches and photos 1950s
onwards. Propriety work from London and Paris.
A set of black and white photographs on themes such
as shape and texture.
David Rolt archive material including newspaper and
magazine cuttings, letters written by Rolt during his
time spent in Istanbul, sketchbooks, scrapbook and
comprehensive biographical information.

Ellis, Rosemary and Penelope: Ellis Archive
Rolt, David

Assorted archive material such as sketches, graphic
art, lino and woodcuts, photographs, plans for murals
and posters
'Summer is Flying' poster

Wiltshire Local Studies at the Wiltshire
& Swindon History Centre
Balston, Michael
https://creativewiltshire.com/2015/05/20/topiary-and-tulips/

Ten Landscapes' garden design book

Bent, David

Prints, ‘Old War Warrior’ and ‘The Mystics’, and box
set of prints ‘Movement 2000’

Bream, Julian

Carruthers, Robert

Book 'The Julian Bream consort: fantasies, ayres and
dances' on CD
DVD - My life in Music: Julian Bream recounts his
remarkable life story
Book 'Robert Carruthers' by Peter Benson

Cheek, Mavis

Book 'Yesterday's Houses'

Cole, Leslie

Book, biography

Cook, Daniel

CD of The complete organ works of Herbert Sumsion;
Daniel Cook plays the organ of Salisbury Cathedral
vol. 1
CD of Sir Charles Villiers Stanford, the complete organ
works -1. Daniel Cook. The organ of Salisbury
Cathedral
CD of The complete organ works of Sir Herbert
Brewer. Daniel Cook. The organ of Salisbury
Cathedral.

Bream, Julian

Cook, Daniel
Cook, Daniel

Create Studios
https://creativewiltshire.com/2017/02/22/moving-an-elephant/

Digital media; film of David Lomax elephant sculpture
being moved from foundry in Gloucestershire to a
site at Liddington, Wilts.

Dave Dee, Dozy, Beaky, Mick & Tich

OK' LP with sleeve & lyrics

Dave Dee, Dozy, Beaky, Mick & Tich

Snake in the grass' sheet music

The Dave Clark Five

Catch us if You Can film on DVD

Day, Caroline

Prints, sketches and student material

Eastham, Jake
https://creativewiltshire.com/2016/01/13/capturing-theessence-of-wiltshire-country-life/
Finn, Michael

6 photographic A4 prints

Flight, Claude
Fournier, Robert

Two handbooks of linocuts and techniques
Book 'Illustrated Dictionary of Pottery Form'

Fournier, Robert

Book 'Illustrated Dictionary of Practical Pottery'

Fournier, Robert

Book 'Electric Kiln Construction for Potters'

de Glehn, Wilfred Gabriel

Books 'Wilfred de Glehn RA, 1870-1951 : catalogue'
researched and written by Henry Garfit MA (Studio
publication,'Wilfred De Glehn RA (1870-1951): a
watercolour collection' (Studio publication), 'Wilfred
Gabriel de Glehn; John Singer Sargent's Painting
Companion', 'Wilfred de Glehn, RA, 1870-1951' (a
collection of 25 oil paintings) and 'Watercolours and
Sanguines'
Books, 'Victorians Abroad ', 'An Edwardian Christmas',
'Edwardian Christmas' , 'The story of a high street'
and 'John S. Goodall's Album'

Goodall, John S.

Exhibition catalogue

Harris, John

Signed prints, entitled 'Quiet Waters Kennet & Avon',
'Pheasants at Spirthill', and print of a drawing of St.
Martin's Church, Bremhill

Harvey, Robert
https://creativewiltshire.com/2017/02/08/the-digital-camerarevolution/

Set of 12 mounted prints plus two unframed.
Landscape views including some Wiltshire settings,
taken during the transition from traditional
photograph to digital, c. 2006-7.
Two books, 'The Manageress' and 'An arm and four
legs'

Hey, Stan
Hodgkin, Howard

Limited edition book of prints

Hanlon, Bryan

Book 'Birds and Beasts Africa. Observations of a
Wildlife Artist'

Inshaw, David

Book 'The Ruralists' edited by Christopher Martin

Inshaw, David

Limited edition print of Cherhill white horse

Kime, Robert

Book on interior design

McEvoy, Charles

Play, ‘The likes of Her’

Mazonowicz, Douglas

Book

Morris, Desmond
https://creativewiltshire.com/2015/03/30/painting-is-no-longermerely-a-craft-it-is-a-form-of-personal-research/
Morris, Desmond

Book 'The Secret Surrealist; the paintings of Desmond
Morris', introduction by Philip Oakes

Noyes, Ella
https://creativewiltshire.com/2016/08/24/inspired-by-homegrown-beauty/
Pelham Puppets Company

Book 'The Artistic Ape. Three Million Years of Art' by
Desmond Morris
Book 'The Casentino and its story'
Assorted archive material including journals and
photographs

O'Sullivan, Gilbert

Single 'Nothing rhymed'

O'Sullivan, Gilbert

Back to Front' LP and poster

O'Sullivan, Gilbert

Himself LP

O'Sullivan, Gilbert

A stranger in my own back yard' LP

O'Sullivan, Gilbert

Back to front' LP

O'Sullivan, Gilbert

Single 'Getdown'

O'Sullivan, Gilbert

Single 'What's in a kiss'

O'Sullivan, Gilbert

I'm a writer, not a fighter' LP

O'Sullivan, Gilbert

Gilbert O'Sullivan' LP

Sheppard, Andy

Wire'the jazz and music magazine

Smith, Richard Shirley

The Wood Engravings of Richard Shirley Smith by
Richard Shirley Smith
Richard Shirley Smith: The Paintings & Collages by
Richard Shirley Smith
Book: The trophies & cartouches, Richard Shirley
Smith, recent paintings, mural & line drawings

Smith, Richard Shirley
Smith, Richard Shirley
Somerville, Mark
https://creativewiltshire.com/2016/07/27/a-differentperspective/
Supertramp

Six limited edition photographic prints of the
Wiltshire landscape

Swan, Ann
https://annswan.co.uk/

Selection of prints, engravings, sketches & drawings
reflecting the work of this Botanical Artist

Breakfast in America' LP, with sleeve and lyrics insert
sheet

Tackle, Elizabeth
https://creativewiltshire.com/2015/12/18/serendipity-at-work/
Tanner, Robin
https://creativewiltshire.com/2015/06/10/the-beauty-of-atanner/
Tanner, Robin

Print of Bradford on Avon
http://creativewiltshire.com/2015/12/18/serendipityat-work/
Etchings included in a Book 'The Circling Year'
Etching/print entitled 'Harvest Festival' as featured in
'Wiltshire Village' by Heather & Robin Tanner

Tilson, Joe
https://creativewiltshire.com/2016/11/03/joe-tilson-a-wiltshireconnection/
Tilson, Joe

Paperback exhibition catalogue 'Works 1961-1991' by
Joe Tilson & Michael Compton. Includes card
advertising the exhibition.
Book 'The Printed works 1963-2009'

Tippet, Michael

CD 'A Child of our Time'

Tippet, Michael

Music Score 'Music of Our Time' Symphony No. 2 for
Orchestra'
Music Score 'Five Negro Spirituals from A Child of Our
Time'
Four preludes from 'Crown of the Year' performed in
1958

Tippet, Michael
Tippet, Michael
Upton, Nick
https://creativewiltshire.com/2016/12/09/wildlife-captured-onfilm/
Webb, Iain R

White, Ken
XTC

9 digital photographic images
Books, 'Foale and Tuffin. The sixties. A decade in
fashion', 'Invitation strictly personal 40 years of
fashion show invite', 'Blitz: as seen in Blitz - fashioning
'80s style' and 'Postcards from the edge of the
catwalk'
Print of the GWR railway works and digital images of
Ken's scrapbook detailing his work
Double vinyl 7" single record 'Love on a Farmboy's
Wages'

XTC

Nonsuch' publicity material - Double sided card LP
sized poster

XTC

Apple Venus' matted mini poster, mounted

XTC

Sgt. Rock (is going to help me)' single

XTC

The Meeting Place LP

XTC

Double LP 'English Settlement'

XTC

Double LP - only disc one 'Waxworks'

XTC

LP 'Black Sea'

XTC

Towers of London single

XTC

Great Fire single

XTC
XTC

Generals and Majors single
Statue of Liberty single

